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Practical J2EE Application ArchitectureMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Developers and students aspiring to be Java 2 Enterprise Edition architects  will greatly benefit from this groundbreaking resource. Packed with information  on technologies, processes, and architecture, this book provides complete  end-to-end coverage for designing and developing a J2EE-based solution.  Plus--this is the first book to show and...
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Core JavaServer(TM) Faces, Second Edition (2nd Edition) (Core Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
JavaServer Faces (JSF) is quickly emerging as the leading solution for rapid user interface development in Java-based server-side applications. Now, Core JavaServer™ Faces—the #1 guide to JSF—has been thoroughly updated in this second edition, covering the latest feature enhancements, the...
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Pro SpringApress, 2005
Recently, the Java world has witnessed a dramatic shift away  from so-called "heavyweight" architectures such as Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)  toward lighter weight frameworks such as Spring. Complex and container-dependent  services, such as ORM, and transaction management systems have been replaced  with simpler...
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Pro JSP, Third EditionApress, 2003
Simpler, faster, easier dynamic website development based on new additions to  an established and proven technology—that's what JavaServer Pages (JSP) 2.0 is  all about. Pro JSP, Third Edition is the most comprehensive guide and reference  to JSP 2.0 yet. It equips you with the tools, techniques, and understanding you  need to develop web...
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Oracle JDeveloper 10g: Empowering J2EE Development (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2004

	The age for using a simple text editor is long gone. The ever-growing complexity of Java and J2Ee creates a need for Java development tools that offer more. If you want to be more productive with Java, you need a Java Ide. Oracle Jdeveloper 10g is an Ide that enables you to develop Java applications with minimal effort. Jdeveloper...
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Programming Jakarta StrutsO'Reilly, 2002
As popular as the Struts Framework for building web applications with Servlets and JSPs is becoming, the online documentation is inadequate, focusing on the most basic functionality and leaving out information crucial to developers writing today's complex web applications. O'Reilly's Programming Jakarta Struts was written by Chuck Cavaness...
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Sams Teach Yourself JavaServer Pages in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself JavaServer Pages in 21 Days offers a proven tutorial format to teach JSP in 21 example-driven lessons. While many competing JSP books are aimed at Java professionals, this book addresses the needs of the growing number of Web publishing professionals migrating to JavaServer Pages for its ability to create dynamic, interactive...
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Learning Ionic - Build Hybrid Mobile Applications with HTML5Packt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Create hybrid mobile applications by combining the capabilities of Ionic, Cordova, and AngularJS
	
		Reduce the time to market your application using Ionic, that helps in rapid application development
	
		Detailed code examples and explanations, helping you get up and running with Ionic...
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Core HTML5 Canvas: Graphics, Animation, and Game Development (Core Series)Prentice Hall, 2012

	In the summer of 2001, after 15 years of developing graphical user interfaces and

	graphics-intensive applications, I read a best-selling book about implementing

	web applications by someone I did not know—Jason Hunter—but whom, unbeknownst

	to me, would soon become a good friend on the No Fluff Just Stuff

	(NFJS) tour....
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Professional Struts Applications: Building Web Sites with Struts ObjectRelational Bridge, Lucene, and Velocity (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003
Building maintainable and extensible web applications requires significant  design and planning before even a single line of code can be written. But when  you leverage development frameworks, you can overcome the many challenges of  web-based development. This book maps out the Jakarta Struts framework, to help  you solve everyday web...
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Spring Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second EditionApress, 2010

	With over 3 Million users/developers, Spring Framework is the leading “out of the box” Java framework. Spring addresses and offers simple solutions for most aspects of your Java/Java EE application development, and guides you to use industry best practices to design and implement your applications.


	The release of Spring...
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Spring: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
Since development first began on Spring in 2003, there's been a constant buzz about it in Java development publications and corporate IT departments.  The reason is clear: Spring is a lightweight Java framework in a world of complex heavyweight architectures that take forever to implement. Spring is like a breath of fresh air to overworked...
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